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SIB,
With reference to Mr. Paton's interesting review of my translation

of B. Croco's FUotofia dtlla Pratiea, I think it would be fair to me if Mr.
Paton would be so good as to indicate where I have ignored ' grammar
or ' sense'.

The literary elegance of the translation has been extolled in the Time;
and while pointing out one or two printer's errors of punctuation and
possible ambiguities of phrase, quite comprehensible in a work of such
length, Mr. Bosaoquet in the Hiboert Journal desoribes it as " fluent and.
reidable". I mention these two instances from many similar against
which Mr. Paton's view of the translation stands, so far as I kuow, alone,
looking in consequence rery like a wilful misgtatement of fact.

Hoping that in justice to the first English, discoverer and translator of
• masterpiece you will insert these lines,

I remain,
Tour obedient servant,

DOUOLAB AIH8LIK.

My judgment upon Mr. Ainslie's translation was carefully formed and
deliberately expressed. I am sorry to hurt his feelings, but I am perfectly
convinced that my judgment is sound, and I cannot discuss the opinion
of other reviewers, still less the needless insinuation that I have been
guilty of wilful misstatemeut.

Restrictions of space prevent me from giving a selection of his worst
mistakes, but I will give one glaring example. I choose it because it
makes nonsense of Oroce's most fundamental doctrines, and if Mr. Ainslie
is capable of this kind of error, there are few kinds of error of which he
will not be capable. It will repay careful study, and, in the necessary
absence of greater detail, will at least go far to suggest that there are
probably good reasons behind my criticism.

Croce, Filotofia dtlla Pratiea, page 73.
" Se, infatti, dalla filosofia teoretica sappiamo che la vera e propria.

conoscensa si assolve nel ciclo di arte, filosofia e Btoria, e che, fuori della
conoscenza dell' universale, ohe ci da la filosofia, e di quells dell' in-
dividuale, oosi ingenuo come riflesso, che ci dknnol'arte e la storia, non vi
ha altro modo di conosoenza ; . . . "

This is a dear, simple, straightforward statement of Crooe's most fun-
damental principles in regard to knowledge. Consider what it becomes
in the hands of Mr. Ainslie, page 103 of his translation.

" If indeed we know that the true and proper knowledge of theoretical
philosophy is resolved into the cyole of art, philosophy, and history, and
that we possess no other means of knowing the individual, both in-
genuous and reflective, outside the knowledge of the universal given by
philosophy, . . . "

This is obviously not a temporary lapse. It is comparable to the work
of a schoolboy looking up words in a dictionary and setting the results
down anyhow. It ignores grammar and it ignores sense. It is in fact
unmitigated nonsense. To read Orooe through this medium is to get a
distorted view of his whole philosophy, and, sharing, as.I do, some of Mr.
Ainslie's enthusiasm for the original, I am all the more obliged to re-
affirm a criticism whioh I hold to De perfectly just.

H. J. PATON.
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